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Abstract. - A syntactic read-k tintes, branching program kas the restriction that no variable
occurs more than k Urnes on any path (whether or not consistent), We exkibit an explicit Boolean
function f which cannot be computed by nondeterminïstic syntactic read-k times branching programs
• of size' less than exp f Cl f >^fc J J, although its complement -if has a nondeterminïstic

syntactic

read-once branching program of polynomïal site. This, in particular, means that the nonuniform
analogue of NLOGSPACE
= co - NLOGSPACE
fails for syntactic read-k times networks
with k — o (logn). We also show that (even for k — 1) the syntactic model is exponentially weaker
then more realistic "nonsyntactic" one.
Résumé. — Un programme syntaxique arborescent à k lectures, est défini par la restriction
qu'aucune variable n'apparaisse plus de k fois le long d'un chemin (consistant ou non). Nous
exhibons une fonction booléenne explicite ƒ qui ne peut pas être calculée par un programme
syntaxique arborescent non déterministe de taille inférieure à exp ( Q j

' , 1 J, bien que

son complémentaire ->•ƒ admette un programme syntaxique non-déterministe arborescent à une
unique lecture de taille polynomiale. Ceci signifie en particulier que l'analogue non-uniforme
de NLOGSPACE
= co — NLOGSPACE
ne vaut plus pour les réseaux syntaxiques à k
lectures où k = o(\ogn). Nous montrons aussi que (même pour k — 1), le modèle syntaxique est
exponentiellement plus faible que le modèle plus réaliste « non-syntaxique ».

1. INTRODUCTION

We will consider the classical model of switching-and-rectifier networks
together with two its restrictive versions-deterministic and non-deterministic
branching programs. Let us briefly recall their définitions. (Basic relationships
between these models one can find in the survey [8].)
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A switching-and-rectifier network is a directed acyclic multigraph G with
a distinguished source node s and a distinguished sink node t. For each nonsink node, each edge directed out of the node is either unlabeled or labeled by
some variable or its négation. The size (G) is the number of labeled edges in
G. The network G computes a Boolean function ƒ : {0, l}n —> {0, 1} in the
obvious way: for each u e {0, l}n we let ƒ (u) — 1 iff there exists at least
one (directed) s-t path starting in the source node and leading to the accepting
node and such that all labels along this path are consistent with u. Foliowing
[8] we dénote the minimal possible size of a switching-and-rectifier network
Computing a Boolean function ƒ by RS (ƒ).
There are several ways to restrict the power of switching-and-rectifier
networks. The most restrictive version is the well known model of branching
programs. Namely, a deterministic branching program is a switching-andrectifier network in which the outdegree of each non-sink node is exactly
2 and the two outgoing edges are labeled by Xi and ->x% for some variable
associated with the node. The branching program becomes nondeterministic
if we allow "guessing nodes" that is nodes with both two outgoing edges
being unlabeled. The measures corresponding to the size of these devices
are denoted by BP{f) and
NBP(f).
A network is syntactic read-k times if each variable occurs at most k times
along each path going from s. We dénote the corresponding complexity
measures by BPk(f), NBPk(f)
and RSk(f).
We adopt the following
notation: for a complexity measure M (f) let M dénote the class of all
séquences of Boolean functions (fn \n > 0) for which M (fn) = n° W. Then
BP/c Ç N E P / , Ç RS& and NBP& = RS fc , Le. in the case of syntactic
restriction the read-fc times models of non-deterministic branching programs
and switching-and-rectifier networks are equivalent. (We will briefly discuss
the "nonsyntactic" case in the last section.)
The model of syntactic read-fc times networks was intensively investigated
in the last ten years. For small values of k the following séparation results
were proved (throughout, C means strong inclusion): B P i C BPoo[10, 11];
B P i c B P 2 [10]; N B P i c NBPoo [6]; BPx c N B P i c N B P 2 and
N B P i ^ co-NBPi
[4, 5]. This last inequality was established in [4, 5] by
proving that the "Exact-Perfect-Matching" function in not in N B P i while
its complement is obviously in this class. Another proof of this inequality
was recently given in [1] using "Exact-Half-Clique" function.
The progress in the field was made recently by Borodin, Razborov and
Smolensky in [1] by proving that NBP& c N B P n for k « log2 n.
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This was done using fonctions gn : F^n —* {0, 1} (q > 3) given by:
0n(#i)—ï xn, yi,..., yn) = 1 iff / ^ dijxiyj

= O, where A = {a^j}

is an n x n matrix over the field ¥q, and pro ving that the (Boolean version
of) # n is not in NBP& if all sufficiently large minors of A have large rank.
The next step was to prove that, so called, Generalized Fourier Transform
matrices and, in particular-Sylvester matrices, have this property.
A similar resuit but for the weaker class of deterministic branching
programs, namely, the séparation BP& c B P ^ for k « Inn/lnlnn, was
obtained independently by Okolnishnikova [7]. This was done by proving
that the characteristic fonction of well-known Bose-Chaudhuri codes requires

/

fJn\\

\

\ k JJ

deterministic reak-A; times branching program of size exp £1 —p

. This

fonction is defined by
m

where A = {aij} is an m x n 0, 1-matrix with m < dlog (n + 1) rows and
such that every 2d columns of A are linearly independent over F2. Such
matrices are explicitly described in [2],
The fonction fn^ have one nice property: the complement ^fn,d is the
OR of m parity fonctions, and hence, is clearly in the class N B P i .
The goal of this note is to extend the results of [1] and [7]
by proving that the fonction fn^ requires also nondeterministic read^ f TÔT ) I • Thus, although

\klk J J

^fn,d £ N B P i , the fonction fUjd itself does not belong to NBP fc if
k < ko = (1/2 - e)lnn/lnlnn. This fact means that
co - N B P x \ N B P f c o / 0 ,
and hence, for ail k < ko
NBPfc/co-NBPfc.
In particular, this shows that the Immerman-Szelepcsènyi [3, 9] constructions,
yielding the equality N B P = co — N B P , necessarily require at least
logarithmic multiplicity of reading.
vol. 29, n° 1, 1995
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Let us also mention that we dérive our lower bound for fn.d using only
the fact that:
(i) this function accepts sufficiently many vectors, namely, at least
n
2 ( n + l ) ~ d , and
(ii) the Hamming distance between any two accepted vectors is also
sufficienlty large, namely, at least 2d + 1.

2. THE THEOREM
For a Boolean functin ƒ, let |ƒ| dénote the number of vectors in f~l (1)
and H ( ƒ ) dénote the minimal Hamming distance between any two vectors
in f"1 (1).
THEOREM: Let a, k, d be positive integers, a > k + 1, and letfbe a Boolean
function in n variables with H (f) > 2d+ 1. Then

NBPkU)>\(&a,kU)-~yk°•

(2)

where

We postpone the proof of the theorem to the next section.
The theorem yields large lower bounds for any Boolean fonction which
accepts many vectors with large Hamming distance between them. Thus
code functions are good candidates for large lower bounds.
To illustrate this, let us take the characteristic function fn^ of BoseChaudhuri code defined by (1). It is well known that for this function we

have (see [2]): \fntd\ > 2n (n + l)'d mdH(fn^)>2d+

1. Thus, taking

a — k + 1 in (2) after simple computations we obtain the following
COROLLARY

1: If d < y/(n-l)f{2(k

+ l)k ek+l) then
(3)
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In partiçular, for the maximal possible d>

NBPk (/ni d) > exp (n ((jS)
j S ) ))-

(4)

COROLLARY 2: Lef &o — (1/2— e) hm/In In ra, e > 0. Then for any
k = k(n) < k0 we have that co - N B P i \ NBP fco ^ 0 and hence
^ co-

/* By (4) we have (for appropriate values of d = d(n)) that
NPBko (fn,d) = exp (fi (n £ )). On the other hand, -»/ n ï d is the OR of m <
cflog(n + 1) parity fonctions, and hence, NBP\ (-ifn,d) ~ O (n 2 ). D
3. THE PROOF

First we recall from [1] the following result stating that fonctions computed
by read-& times programs can be represented in some special form. Say that a
Boolean function g (xi>..., xn) is a (A;, a)-rectangle if g can be represented
in the form
ka

where gi is a Boolean function depending only on variables from X{ Ç
{x%y„.y Xn}, \Xi\ < [n/a] and each variable belongs to at most k of the
sets
{Xu.^Xka}.
LEMMA 3 ([1]): Letfbe a Boolean function and k, a be positive integers.
Let T = (2 NBPk (f))2kfl- Then f is an OR of at most T (fc, a)~rectangles.
Thus, in order to prove the lower bound (2), it is enough to prove that
each (kt a)-rectangle g < ƒ can accept at most 2n/Aa,k(f)
vectors from
1
n
jf" (1), Le. that \g\ < 2 /Aaik(f).
We split the proof of this fact into
two simple lemmas.
fak\~l
k
Convention: Throughout this section, let a — f
I and (3=1
.
\

K J

CL

LEMMA 4: Let g{x\,..., xn) be a {k, a)-rectangle. Then g can be
represented in the form

9 = 9° (X°) A g1 (X 1 )
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where \X° \ X1] > an and {X1 \ X°| > pn.
Proof: Let g — g\ (Xi) A ... A gm (X m ) be a (&, a)-rectangle, m — ka.
We consider a random subset I Ç {1,..., m} with |I| — fc, and associate
with it the following two sets of variables: X° — [j Xi and X 1 = |J Xj.
iel
j0
For a variable x G {xi,..., xn}, put J# = {i\x G X^}. Since each variable x
belongs to at most k of the sets {Xi,..., X m } , we have that \JX\ < k,
and hence, Pr [x G X° \ X 1 ] = Pr [I D Jx] > (™}
= a. This implies
1
that the mean of |X° \ X ! is at least an. Fix any set / in {
i for
\ k J
which |X° \ X 1 ! > an. Since \X%\ < \n/a] for ail i = 1,..., m, we have

that |X°| < \n/a\\I\. Hence |XX \X°\

= n- |X0| > n - \n/a] • k >

(1 — k/a) n — Pn which complètes the proof of the lemma.

D

5: Let g be a Boolean function in n variables. If g < ƒ and g can
be represented in the form (*) then
LEMMA

2n
\9\ <

77T-

Proof: Define the r-th degree Dr (ƒ) of a Boolean function ƒ to be the
maximal possible number of vectors in / - 1 (1) such that ail of them coincide
in at least i coordinates. In other words, Dr (ƒ) is the maximum of |/<T->Y|
over all Y Ç X with \Y\ — r and ail assignments a : Y —» {0, 1}. Hence,
Do (ƒ) = |ƒ| and Dr (ƒ) -> 1 as r -> n.
Let g have the représentation (•). Take Y 0 Ç X° \ X a and Y 1 Ç X 1 \ X °
with \Y°\ = an and |Y a | - / 3 n . Let Z = X \ (Y 0 U Y 1 ).
Any assignment a —» Z of constants to variables in Z leads to the
subfunction ga^z of £ which can be represented in the form ga^z —
h° (Y 0 ) A h1 (Y 1 ) where Y 0 nY1 = 0 . Thus, for each assignment a -> Z
there are at most Z?|yo|+|Z| ( ƒ ) . D\Z\+\Y^\ (ƒ) < ^(1-/3)n (ƒ) • ^ ( i - a ) n (ƒ)
vectors in g~l (1) consistent with a. Since there are exactly 2 ^ ' = 2( 1 ~ a ~' 9 )
such assignments a —• Z, we conclude that
|<7| < 2 ( 1 - a - ^ ) " D{1_a)„

(ƒ). £>(!_£)„ (ƒ).

(5)

Next, observe that either Dr (ƒ) = 1 (if r > n - H (ƒ)) or

(

— \-1

d J

(6)
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Indeed, take a set A Ç / - 1 (1) and suppose that all the vectors in
A coincide on some set of coordinates / Ç {1,..., n } , |/| = r. Let Af Ç
{0, l}n~r be the projection of A onto the set of remaining indices [n]\I. For
each vector x £ Af draw the Hamming bail B^ (x) Ç {0, l}n~r of radius d

E

i

(

r r

f } —— *Y* \

•

i

r

n

ff*

) ^ (
)

^

(

vectors. On the other hand, the condition H (f) > 2 d + 1 means that all
these balls must be pairwise disjoint.
Since \A\ = \A'\ < 2n~r, we obtain
j
r\ 1
n
]
the desired upper bound 22nn~~r r I
on the number of possible balls
Bd{x) with x € A-j and hence, the desired upper bound for the number
of vectors in A.
Using (6), we have by (5) that \g\ < 2n/N where

which complètes the proof of Lemma 5, and thus, the proof of the
theorem. D
4. CONCLUDING REMARK

In "syntactic" read-fc times networks, each variable is allowed to be
tested at most k times in any path (consistent or not). This restriction for
inconsistent paths is somewhat artificial. In order to capture space limitations
in so-called eraser Turing machines which erase each input cell after a fixed
number k of readings, one has to consider "nonsyntactic" read-A; times
networks, Le. networks in which only consistent paths are required to test
each variable at most k times (no matter how many times variables appear
on inconsistent paths). Namely, say that a switching-and-rectifier network is
read-k times if each variable occurs at most k times along each consistent
path going from the source 5. Let k-BP(f),
k-NBP(f)
and k-RS (ƒ)
dénote the corresponding complexity measures.
Although we have that 1 - B P = BP X and 1 - N B P = N B P i = R S i ,
the following simple observation shows that nonsyntactic read-fc times
devices can be much more powerful than syntactic ones and we need
new lower bound arguments for them (even for small values of k).
vol. 29, n° 1, 1995
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PROPOSITION 6: B P i

c RSi

c

1-RS.

Proof: The first inclusion was established in [4, 5] by the "Exact-PerfectMatching" function. This is the fonction ƒ (X) in n2 variables which,
given a n x n matrix X = {xij\l < i, j < ra}, computes 1 iff X is a
permutation matrix, Le. iff each row and each column of X has exactly one
1. It is known ([4, 5]) that RS\ (ƒ) > exp{fî(ra)). Since for any function
ƒ, BPk ( - ƒ ) = BPk (ƒ) and BPk (ƒ) > RSk (ƒ), we have that -.ƒ does
not belong to B P i . On the other hand, ->ƒ (X) ~ 1 iff there is a line (Le.
a row or a column) in X which has either no ones or at least two ones.
Thus, - i / belongs to R S i .
To prove the second inclusion, it is enough to verify that the function
ƒ itself has a read once switching-and-rectifier network of polynomial size.
Define the network G (X) as the AND of two networks G\ (X) and G2 (-X")
where

V Xi'j

and

°2 w = A VA

j=l

j=l

k=l

*=i

Observe that G\ (X) — 1 iff each row of X has at least 1 one, and G% (X) = 1
iff each column of X has at least n — 1 zero. Thus, G (X) computes ƒ (X)
and has size O (n3). Finally, since G\ has no edge labelled by a negated
variable and all the edges in G2 are labelled by negated variables, we have
that in each consistent path, starting in 5, each variable is tested at most once
(otherwise the path becomes inconsistent). Hence, G is a (non-syntactic!)
read-once switching-and-rectifier network. D
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